Database Administrator - SQL Server

IOS Indian Ocean Software Ltd. is currently looking for a candidate to appoint a full-time
position as Database Administrator - Microsoft SQL Server.

Your tasks:
- Designing and implementing database schemas in corporation with Software Engineers
- Writing DDL statements, DML statements, and stored procedures in T-SQL
- Generating SQL solutions (scripts or stored procedures) to update and maintain our
customer's productive systems

Your profile:
- 3+ years of experience developing in Microsoft SQL Server 2000/2005/2008
- 1+ years of experience in replication scenarios using Microsoft SQL Server
- Strong Database Driven Development experiences in T-SQL
- Knowlegde in data-mining and ability to produce results for Crystal Reports or Reporting
Services
- Experience with Microsoft Office System or OpenOffice.org
- Bachelor's Degree (or equivalent work experience or specialized training) in Information
Technology (IT), Computer Science (CS), Software Engineering, or a related discipline
- Being a Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP), or holding a related certificate is a plus

Additional qualities:
- Familiar with agile development techniques
- Able to work efficiently on your own and as part of a team
- Demonstrated commitment to growing and learning
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To enjoy life to the fullest it is substantial to be healthy. How can medicaments help up? In fact,
about 35% of people get medicaments online. Usually, if you have lost the allure to a particular
partner, drugs like Viagra to improve potency is unlikely to help him back. A lot of men ask
about " cost of cialis ". What do you know about " cialis price walmart "? Don't forget, consider "
cost of cialis 5 mg
". Because some of sexual problems are medical emergencies, it's significant to know the
symptoms. If you have difficulty getting an erection, it's considerable to see a certified doctor
before pursuing any sort of remedies. Finally Viagra may also be used to solve other complaint
as determined by your physician.
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